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Going Under the Gate, 2012
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NILS PETERSON

Scheherazade, 
Book II, Tales 

of the 100

One way of thinking about Shakespeare’s sonnets is that 
they are word mechanisms consisting of 140 syllables. I’ve 
created a series of poems using the form of 10 structures 
of 100 syllables each. Here are two of these 100-syllable 
structured poems from the title series of 1,000 words. The 
titles are included as part of the count. 

Being in Time 
Scotland, St. Andrews—cricket chirp of electric watch, 
cry of waking gull. A far church sounds a sweet bell seven 
times. Quiet. Now the near Presbyterian kirk’s seven—

up, up, 
up, up, 
up, up, up.

no going back
cliff-face-climb in front,
beneath, the indifferent sea

Sitting backwards on a train—rain, low gray fog. Dis-
tant cathedral resolving into stand of poplars. Smoke from 
a sudden stack disappears into low cloud. Now stack gone 
along with hedgerows, houses, and field, field, field of 
sheep—the where you have just been unknowing, always 
unrolling before your eyes.

At Sea
Once on Mongo, Flash Gordon fell into the sea. He was 
saved by an underwater princess who, in love, had him 
turned into a water-breather. This was in a Big-Little Book 
now gone to join the odd sock, lost watch, left-behind be-
loved toy in the Land of the Lost, an underwater kingdom 
visited by radio on Saturday mornings.

I remember, or do I make it up, a picture of Dale, 
Flash’s true love, staring down into the water while he 
stared up. Such longing on their faces, such male and 
female longing, such elemental separation.
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